
Literary Elements
a.k.a. Literary Devices, Narrative Techniques, Poetic Devices

Today’s focus: PLOT & CONFLICT

OUTCOME A = NARRATIVE
* a story; an account of connected events

* typically first person point of view

* not always true

* conveys a message about life (theme)



PLOT:
 Describes the main events that 

make up a story
These events relate to each other in a 

pattern or a sequence. 

It is the foundation of a story which the 
characters and setting are built around.

FIVE main parts: exposition, rising 
action, climax, falling action, resolution



Plot 

Diagram:

• A helpful way to 

understand the most 

important parts of a 

story (especially short 

stories) is to use a plot 

diagram. 

• Draw it and *label each 

section in your notes. 

NOTE: Follow the protagonist’s actions.



1.) EXPOSITION

 The beginning of 
the story

Background 
information
about the 
characters, 
setting, and 
central conflict
provided

NOTE: Sometimes an author will start in the middle of the action



CONFLICT – Man (protagonist) vs. : 

 When determining the major conflict, remember the resolution! Don’t ignore the 

ending! The major conflict should be at the “heart of the matter.” Why is the 

author writing? The major conflict helps reveal the theme.

Self Man Society Nature Supernatural 
(higher power)

Machine/

Technology

Internal External External External External External

Character 

causes own 

problem

Negative

emotions 

such as worry 

or fear, flaws 

such as 

clumsiness or 

indecision

Illness?

Character 

struggles

against 

another 

character

Superman

vs. Batman, 

team vs. 

team, a 

physical or 

verbal fight

Character 

struggles 

against a 

commonly held 

belief/value

Oppression/ 

discrimination 

(racism, sexism 

etc.), laws

Character 

struggles 

against 

nature

Weather 

(tornado), 

animals 

(non-

talking)

Illness?

Character 

struggles

against higher 

power, out of 

character’s 

control, pre-

determined 

outcome

Fate, destiny, 

god(s), aliens, 

ghosts, the 

often 

unexplainable 

or unbelievable

Illness?

Character 

struggles 

against 

technology

Computer

crashes, slow 

internet 

speed

To determine 

conflict, ask 

yourself, “What 

does the 

protagonist 

want, and what 

is keeping 

him/her from 

getting it?” 

The protagonist 

wants ______, 

but ______.



2. RISING ACTION

 A series of events that 
build up to the climax.

 Things start to get 
complicated.

 Excitement, tension or 
crisis is encountered. 

Suspense!

The bulk of a story 
(SEVERAL events)



3.CLIMAX
Turning point of the 

story, everything 
changes

 Conflict is “resolved”

 Moment of highest 
interest and emotion

 Typically a single event

 Sometimes a short story 
will end with the climax 
to leave the reader 
wondering 



4. FALLING ACTION

 The winding up of the 
story. 

 Events and 
complications begin to 
resolve and the reader 
learns the result of 
the actions of the 
main characters. 

 Typically 0-2 events



5. RESOLUTION

 Conclusion or how the 

story ends.

 What happens to the 

main characters? 

Where are they now?

 Typically 1-2 events 



While watching the short film, Twit 

Twit, jot down examples of each of the 

five main parts of the Plot Diagram.
 Exposition: Who are the main characters? What is the 

setting? What is the major conflict?

 Rising Action: What are the main events that happen before 

the climax? What else do we learn about the character? How 

does the problem become more complex?

 Climax: What happens that heightens our emotion? What is 

the turning point of the story? When does change occur?

 Falling Action: What happens after the climax? How do 

things start to come together?

 Resolution: How is the conflict resolved? How does the 

story end? Where is the protagonist now?



Twit Twit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9uk1

iWEBDE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9uk1iWEBDE


Your response should look something like this:
 Exposition: 

 Railroad tracks, daytime, outside, desert, banjo player introduced, man vs. 

man (banjo player vs. toll keeper) and/or man vs. society (he needs money 

but can’t get paid to follow his dream)

 Rising Action: 

 The banjo player tries to play music to get by, he tries to sneak/speed by 

the toll keeper, he tries to lift the gate, he gets thrown in jail, the toll 

keeper loses his oil and gets stuck in the rain

 Climax: 

 The banjo player takes the key and gets out of jail

 Falling Action: 

 The banjo player takes the money of the next patron

 Resolution: 

 The banjo player is the new toll-keeper and continues playing the banjo


